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Rotation Length and Repeated Harvesting
Influence Populus Coppice Production
Terry Strong

ABSTRACT.--A coPpiceand a first-rotationstand of
hybridpoplarbarelydiffered in biomassyields
beyondage 4. Repeatedharvestingof coppice
standsunder shortrotationreducedyields.
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Maintaining productivity over multiple cutting cycles
is fundamental to short-rotation coppice forestry.
The independent effects of rotation length and
repeated harvesting on coppice yields have been
documented in several studies (Anderson 1979,
Harrington and DeBel11984, Heilman and Peabody
1981). However, we do not know the combined
effects of rotation length and repeated harvesting on
coppice yields. Consequently, I monitored Populus
growth and yield of coppice stands at various
rotation lengths and compared these with yields from
a non-coppiced stand,
METHODS

•
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0.7 bar, fertilized annually with 110 kg N/ha, and
weeded when necessary.
At the end of the prescribedrotationin a particular
block,the _oppicewas cut at 10 cm above the
groundin late Novemberor December. Heightand
diameter(d.b.h.)of the dominantsprouton
each stumpwere measured, and mortalityand the
number of sprouts taller than 1.37 m were recorded.
Sprouts from each stump were dried and weighed to
the nearest 0.01 gm, and the combined weight
of sprouts from all harvested stumps within a block
was extrapolated to estimate biomass production per
hectare.
I began this study after the first-rotation stand had
been harvested, so the first-rotation yield data were
not available. Therefore, in this study, coppice
yields are compared to first-rotation yields from a
similar stand (same clone, slightly higher density,
located about 100 m from the coppiced stand).
RESULTS

A plantationof hybridPopulus cloneNE-299 (P.
•betulifolia x P. trichocarpa) grownat 0.6 by 1.2 m
spacingwas harvestedwhen 3 years old. After this
•cut, the plantationwas separatedinto 12 blocks,
whicheach contained63 stumpsincludinga 15-tree
Coremeasurementplot. One of six harvestrotations
(1-5 and 7 years)was assignedto each block. Each
harvestrotationwas replicatedtwice. The plantation
wasirrigatedto keep thesoil moisturetensionbelow
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Comparison of First- and Second-rotation Yield
for a 7-year Harvest Cycle
Earlyyield in the second-rotationstandwas much
higherthan earlyyield in the first-rotationstand
(table 1). However,the differencein yieldbetween
first- and second-rotationstandsdecreasedwith
increasingage. Forexample,the biomassyield in
the first-rotationstand after2 yearswas only30
percent of the biomass yield in the second-rotation
stand (4.4 mg/ha compared to 14.9 mg/ha). But,
after 7 years the biomass yield in the first-rotation
stand was greater than the biomass yield in the
second-rotation stand at the same age (70.8 mg/ha

"

Table 1.--Comparison of first- and second-rotation growth and yield for a 7-year harvest cycle
Tree
age
(]rears)

.

1
2
3
4
5
7

Rotation
D.b.h.
crn
l.O
2.5
3.6
4.5
6.2

First
Biomass
ragha
4.4
17.5
35.8
50.6
70.8
i

Stem/ha
21,100
21,100
20,100
17,300
9,102

compared to 58.6 rag/ha). Even after 4 years the
biomassyield in the first-rotationstandslightly
exceededthe biomassyield in the second-rotation
stand.-Yield differencesbetweenstandsafter 4
years probablyare not significantin this study,

.

The second-rotationstandwas much moreproducfive than the first-rotationstand at age 2 partially
becausethe stems were larger,but mostlybecause
there were more stems/ha(55,200 stems/hacompared t0 21,100 stems/ha) (table 1). Because the
number of stems/ha dropped more than 50 percent
from the first to the second year in the secondrotation stand, productivity differences between the
first- and second-rotation stands would have been
even greater at age 1.
Although the productivity of the second-rotation
stand was greater than that of the first-rotation stand
in the early years, it appears that stand productivity
differences at this spacing become negligible as the
Stands age. Both stands are approaching peak
mean annual increment and have about the same
productivity after 5 years (10.1 mg/ha/yr for the firstrotation stand and 11.6 mg/ha/yr for the secondrotation stand). Because average annual yields
peaked at about age 5 in the second-rotation stand,
harvesting on shorter rotations (1 to 4 years) would
reduce productivity. Superior production in longer
rot_ationcoppice stands has also been reported for
black cottonwood by Heilman and Peabody (1981),
fora Populus deltoides hybrid by Laundrie and
Berbee (1972), and for sycamore by Steinbeck and
Brown (1976).

D.b.h.
cm
1.0
1.8
2.9
3.8
4.8
5.2

Second
Biomass
ragha
5.4
14.9
23.7
33.7
57.9
58.6

Stem/ha
121,100
55,200
50,200
26,900
22,600
17,940

Effects of Repeated Harvests on Coppice Growth
and Yield
Stumpmortalityincreasedwith each subsequent
harvestcycle exceptfor the firsttwo harvestsat the
1-yearcycle (table 2). Mortalitywas 94 percentafter
five rotationsof a 1-yearcycle and four rotationsof a
2-year cycle. Mortalitywas lowerin the thirdrotation
of the 3-year cycle (30 percent). Harringtonand
DeBell (1984) and Jacobs (1955) alsofound increases in stump mortality with successive coppice
cutting, and Heilman et aL (1972) found greater
mortality in high density, short-rotation coppice
stands. Stump mortality increased with repeated
harvests; average height and diameter of the
dominant sprout and the average number of sprouts
per surviving stump decreased with repeated
harvests on the 1- and 2-year cycles (table 3).
Height and diameter of the dominant sprout also
decreased with repeated harvest in the 3-year cycle,
but the number of surviving sprouts per stump
increased. Because of greater stump mortality and
reduced growth, total biomass yields after 6 years
from shorter coppice cycles were much less than
from longer cycles (10.3 mg/ha for the 1-year cycle,
18.1 mg/ha for the 2-year cycle, 39.9 mg/ha for the
3-year cycle, and 57.9 mg/ha for the 5-year cycle).
Also, average annual production increased with
longer harvest cycles until age 7 when average
annual production dropped (3.4 mg/ha/yr to 6.6 mg/
ha/yr for 6 years in the 1-year harvest cycle and 3year harvest cycle, respectively, 11.6 mg/ha/yr for 5
years in the 5-year harvest cycle, and 8.4 mg/ha/yr
for 7 years in the 7-year harvest cycle) (table 3).

"

Table 2.--Effects of repeated harvesting on stump mortality
(In percent)
Rotation

,

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth

1-year
0
0
0
33
94

2-year
0
3
47
94
....

The '_v0odgrass" concept of maintaining high yield
plantations on very short rotations probably would
not work with this clone. Although the secondrotation stand appears as productive as the firstrotation stand for the longest observed harvest
cycles, yields were dramatically reduced with the
third- and fourth-rotations at shorter harvest cycles.
If coppice plantations are to be established, clones
should be selected that produce high coppice yields
in addition to high first-rotation yields.
,
The large increase in stump mortality with subsequent harvests is puzzling because productive
cutting orchards have been maintained with some
clones for more than 10 years. Some researchers
attributed similar increases in mortality without
obvious disease symptoms to reductions in soil
fertility(Wenger 1953, Poskin 1949), early stump
senescence(Kormaniket al. 1973), poorrootstock
(Steinbeck and Nwoboshi1980), orchange in
sproutingfrom axillaryand suppressedbudsto
adventitiousbuds (DeBell and Alford1972).
DeBell and Alford (1972) found that sprouts in
second-rotation Standsoriginated from axillary and
suppressed buds while sprouts in third-rotation
stands andbeyond originated from adventitious
buds. The latter sproutsare usually less vigorous,
take longerto develop,and are moreprone to
breakagethan sproutsoriginatingfromsuppressed
buds. DeBell and Alfordsuggestthat leavinga small
portionof newer growth with each subsequent
harvest may allow resprouting from suppressed
buds rather than from adventitious buds. In this
study I cut off all the new growth. If I had cut higher

•
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Harvest
3-year
0
7
30
-

cycle
5-year
0
20
-

7-year
0
20
-

with each subsequent harvest, perhaps enough
axillary and suppressed buds would have been
present to maintain vigorous sprouting. If this is
true, machinery with adjustable cutting heads will
need to be developed to leave enough new growth
to maintain a productive coppice stand.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Second-rotation yields were similar to firstrotationyieldsin a 5-year harvest cycle.
2. Multiple short-rotation harvests continuously
decreased yields over 6 years.
3. Research is needed to identify good coppicing
clones and to determine how to avoid the large
increase in mortality with multiple harvests.
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-Table3.--Effects of repeated harvesting on coppice growth and yield
°

Rotation

Dominant
Height
m

•.
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth "
Total

2.7
2.3
1.9
*

sprout
D.b.h.
Sprouts
cm
Number
l-Year Harvest Cycle
1.0
9
.8
9
.5
5

•
3.7
2.7
2.0

2-Year Harvest Cycle
1.8
7
1.1
4
.9
3

Second
Third
Total

5.8
3.8

3-Year Harvest Cycle
2.9
4
2.0
8

Second

6.9

Second

7.8

Second
Third
Fourth
Total
•

Biomass
mg/ha

"

5-Year Harvest Cycle
4.8
2
7-year Harvest Cycle
5.2
2

Mean
annual
increment
mg/ha/yr

5.4
3.6
1.3

5.4
3.6
1.3

10.3

3.4

14.9
2.5
.7
18.1

7.5
1.2
.3
3.0

23.7
16.2
39.9

7.9
5.4
6.6

57.9

11.6

58.6

8.4

* Almost all stumps had died by the fourth year of the 1-year harvest cycle.
Biomass accumulation
for the fifth and sixth rotations of the 1-year cycle is considered 0.0 because of the high mortality.
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